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~rhe Plumbicon: A Camera Tube With
Photoconductive Lead Oxide Layer
The photosensitive layer of the Plumbicon is an evaporated microcrystalline layer
of lead monoxide. The most significant advantages of the Plumbicon are the low
dark current, the high speed of response, which is independent of light intensity,
and the high sensitivity. In the Plumbicon, every picture gives a signal that is
dependent solely on the light-intensity projected on that particular picture element
within the proper time-limits and is unaffected by disturbing effects known from
other pickup tubes. This new tube is expected to prove especially suitable for
color television.

PT HE PLUMBICON*is a small, light-
weight television camera tube which
utilizes the photoconductive properties of
lead-monoxide (PbO) (Figs. 1, 2) instead
of Sb-S, or Se as is normal for camera
tubes of the vidicon type. The photo-
conductive layer is applied to a trans-
parent and conductive SrrOs-layer which
is deposited on the tube face and is used
as a signal electrode. The photoconduc-
tor is an eva pora ted microcrystalline
layer of the red, tetragonal modification
of PbO, which has a bandgap of 2.0 ev.
The thickness of this layer is 10 to 20
microns, and (he crystallites are needles
with dimensions of about 0.1 to 1.0
micron.

Externally a Plumbicon tube is 20
cm long (8 in.) and 3 cm (1! in.) in
diameter. The useful sensitive area is
2 cm (0.8 in.) in diameter. From these
figures it can be concluded that neither
the thickness of the layer nor the di-
mensions of the crystallites limit the
resolution of this camera tube, since the
distance between two adjacent television
lines is about 20 microns.

The principles of operation of this
pickup tube are as follows: Each picture
element represents a capacitor, one I

plate of which is at the positive potential
of the signal electrode and the other float-
ing, that discharges as a result of leakage
through the layer. The amount of charge
which leaks through the layer depends
on the illumination; hence there appears
on the gun side of the entire laycr sur-
face a positive potential pattern com-
posed of thc various clement potentials,
corresponding to the pattern of ligh t
whose image is formed on thc layer.
When this positive potential pattern
is scanned by the electron beam, elec-
trons are deposited from the beam on
the layer until the surface potential is
reduced to that of the cathode of the elec-
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tron gun. These charging currents of the
capacities of individual picture elements
constitute the video signal. Complete
storage of the information present in the
light beam will be achieved if the dis-
charging time constant of the target
capacity is greater than the frame period.

From this follows the requirement that
the specific resistance of the photoconduc-
tor must be greater than 1010 ohm/cm.
There are of course requirements for all
the parameters of this type of camera
tube which have necessarilv to be fulfilled
simultaneously in order to make it a use-
ful pickup tube in practice. The most
important parameters are:

(1) dark current or other spurious
signals; ,

(2) resolution;
(3) sensitivity: (a) sensitivity to in.

candescent light determining to a large
extent the signal-to-noise ratio; (b)
spectral sensitivity;

(4) speed of response.
It will be obvious that the above

parameters are determined to a large

a
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(""tCIIt b) the physica) properties of the
photoconductive layer. The phorocon-
ducto: of a Plumbicon tube consist ....ill
principle of three lavers The laver in the
middle is almost pure lcad-oxidc : in
other words, it is an in trinsir semi-
conductor. In the laver on the gun side
the lead-oxide is transformed by an
appropriate doping process into a /)-i~·pc
semiconductor. and on the side of the
signal electrode (SnO,) into an 1I-1\'PC

semiconductor. The doped areas are
both thin in comparison with the total
thickness of the lead-oxide laver.

This means that the photoconductive
layer of a Plumbicon tube is, in principle,
when the tube is in operation. a p-i-n-di-
ode connected in the reverse direction
(fig. 3). The fact that the Plumbicon
can sa tisfy the stringen t demands of
broadcast television is largely the result
of this special p-i-II-diode structure of
the photoconductive PbO layer.

As expected, the dark current of a
Plumbicon has a diode characteristic
(Fig. 4). which means that it becomes
saturated as target potential increases.
As a result of this very low dark current
the absolute variation of the dark current
will also be small, therefore the black
level uniformity is extremely good.
This becomes especially important when
the Plumbicon tube is used in col or-TV
cameras.

An ideal pickup tube would be one in
which everv picture element gave a

Fig. 1. The Plumbicon tube.

TR"NSPARENT
CONDUCTIVE U\YER

Fig. 2. Diagram of the Plumbicon.
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Fig. 3. The p-i-n diode structure of the Plumbicon tube.
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Fig. 5. Effect of light scattering in
the photoconductor on resolution.

signal which was solely dependent on the
light' intensity projected on that par-
ticular picture element in the proper
time limits and which would be un-
affected by disturbing effects such as
dark current and persistence of the photo-
conductor (Sb,S3 vidicon), dark halo
and shading-signals (image orthicon),
In this respect a Plumbicon is superior
to all pickup tubes now used in practice.

The sensitivity of a Plumbicon tube is
due to the intrinsic part of the diode of
the photoconductor which is situated
between the p- and n-type region. In
this intrinsic region the conductivity is
low and the electrical field strength
high, which means that all the liberated
charge carriers in this area of the
lead-oxide will contribute to the photo-
current if the target potential is high
enough.

If a common p-n junction had been
used the sensitivity would have been
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Fig. 4. Photo current of a Plumbicon versus target potential
(ordinate on the left) exposed to incandescent light of 2870 K
(W). Dark current versus target potential (ordinate on the
right).
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the Plumbicon tube a sensitivity of 300
!lamp/lm(2870K) can easily be obtained.
This means that even at light levels of
10 to 12 It-c on the scene high-quality
images can be obtained at a lens setting
of f /2.8, which is comparable to image-
orthicon cameras at f /5.6 for the same
depth of focus. The constant gamma of
the Plumbicon tube makes the tube
especially suitable for color TV, because
excellent color-rendition can be ex-
pected over a large range of varving
lighting conditions.

The spectral response curve (Fig. 7) is
to a large extent determined by the fact
that the red modification of PbO (band-
gap E=2.0 ev) is used; this means that
the edge wavelength of the red sensi-
tivity is about 6400 A. The maximum
sensitivity of a Plumbicon is at 5000 A.
The fall-off in sensitivity in the region of
shorter wavelength is due to the fact
that the absorption of this type light
takes place mostly in the thin IHype
region which is an almost field-free area
where the rate of recombination is ac-
cordingly high.

The resolution of a TV camera tube is
usually defined by expressing the modula-
tion depth at 5 mc /sec (in the European
625-line system corresponding to 400
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Fig. 6. Light transfer
characteristic of an
average Plumbicon tube.
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low because the effective intrinsic area
would then have been very tbin.

A high sensitivity can therefore be
obtained by making the i-region as thick
as possible. The optimal thickness is
determined by the I desired resolution,
especially for red light (Fig. 5). The
scattered light will cover an area with a
radius comparable' with the thickness of
the layer.

It will be clear that, like the dark cur-
rent, the photocurrent will show a diode
characteristic and become saturated
with increasing target potential (Fig. 4).

It can be understood that, if the tube
is used at a target potential where the
photocurrent saturates, beam landing
errors will not introduce signal non-
unifor mi ties.

From the light transfer characteristic
(i=L') (Fig. 6), which is the photo-
current-output as a function of the in-
candescent light intensity on the face-
plate in lux (l0 Iux ee 1 It-c), it can be
concluded that the gamma is constant
and has a value between 0.8 and 1 up
to a photocurrent of 1 uamp. For this
reason it is possible to give in one figure
the sensitivity of the tube in micro-
amperes per lumen without specifying
what light-intensity has been used. For
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Fig. 7. An equal energy relative spectral response curve of
an image orthicon, a SbzSs vidicon, a Plumbicon tube and
the human eye.

lines per picture height) as a percentage
of the value at 0.5 me /sec (Fig. 8). A
modulation depth of 50% can be ob-
tained with a Plumbicon. This is com-
parable with the resolution of a standard
3-il1. image orthicon. This can only be
obtained if the cathode region of the
photoconductor, despite being strongly
p-type, has a very low conductivity along
the surface on the gun side.

·In a Plumbicon tube the pcr.sistence
of the photoconductor is hardly notice-
able. This can be shown by the follow-
ing experimental figures obtained at a
target potential such that the photo-
current is saturated. If the light inicn-
sity changes from L, to L, h the photo-
current i will attain the value ill ± 0.1
(i,-ilI) after 3 frames, and after 10 frames
the value i'h independent of light in-
tensity. The absence of objectionable
persistence is due, first. to the fact that
the capacitance of the layer is chosen as
low as possible to avoid a slow response
due to the beam resistance, and second
to the elimination of disturbing trap
cerucrs in the intrinsic region; with in-
creasing target potential the persistence
of the photoconductor decreases and at
50 v is fully acceptable.

The life of tubes of the Plumbicon
type is quite satisfactory. Most charac-
teristics have been found to remain un-

changed after the tube has been operated
for several thousand hours. It can be
concluded that a Plurnbicon has the
advantage of simple consuurt ion and
operation, with a high sensitivity and a
low dark current together with f'Tedom
from objectionable persistence, thus
ensuring an excellent final gradation of"
high-contrast pictures. These properties
make this tube suitable for a Jarge num-
ber of television applications. Esp(Tially
for color "1"\/ camcrax. th« P1IIIIliJicOll

tube is almost the ideal pickup tulx.
In fact, the reason why d--vclopmcnt

of this tube was started. a rev\' y{'ars ago,
was t hr: Itrgcnt drmand fur pirkup t.ub('s
suitable for color tekvi-ion.

Scvcra13-Plumbicon co"Io}"TV callHTLlS

have been built on a laboratory basis
(Fig. 0). These Plumbir.nn cameras have
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Fig. 8. Modulation depth from a square-wave test
pattern as a function of the number oflines.
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Fi,1{. 9. Experimental 3-plumbicon color camera with zoom lens.

the advantage ...•of small siz«, easy op-
eration. excellent stability. good ('0101'

rendition and a high scnsitivit v.
With a lighting level of I no· ISO ft-e

flllly satllrated color-picture, ran he
obtained at a Icn:-; :-:etting of / 2.H. III

that casc-, the sigllal-to-llOi"c ratio ill ihr
V-cl'''"llcl "ill be better than 4() ell>.

Discussion

1!'o)'IIC T Ilflf!,lI(, ((;(,IIf1U/ IJy/lomil' (:"11',)'
Are thr-sc- I nlx-s 011 thc- marke-r and ho\\' does the
("os I compare xvith othr-rs:'

Ih, /)f lI(foll: "I'll(' Plumhircm will 1)(' ;1\';111;11)1(,

.u LiJ(' c-nr l of this vc'r-r, (:01lli!I.~- [rrnu 11](' Rr-.
SC;HTh I,;th(jl:llllric< I e-au only SdY 111;lt I think
ir will Lw c1l1:;!per rhan the i!ll;l~(, orthieon Tbr-
tube-s an' ('X,jl('('\.('cI 10 be availablc from Ampere"
and the (';(nl('ras also ;11'(' r-xpcr-tcd to 1)("snpplied
hy Norlh !\l!wric;(1l Philips.

De Haan and Van Doorn: The Plumbicon

Mr, l{of!.II(,: Would there he any trouble
from particles if the tube looked su-aieht down?

Dr . f)f' 11(/(11/: I would not advise doing it with
any pickup tube. The difficulty of opera ting a
camera tube like this is always that if there is,
for example-. some dust in thr- tube there is a
pos~ihiliLy Lhill this will result in a Spot ill your
pir-nu-r-s This holds for ('\Try c-ame-ra tube,
not only thc Pit 1111 hicon.

i\{'-, Ilo.!!,IIf!: SOUIC tubes 11;1\1' rccr-utlv been
made vvithn panicle {",I rrlicr,

{h. /)f' {I(/(III: There ixa panicle cau-hr-r in the
Pluruhir-on ; but I \\'I11!!r] sli!1 cm phasizr- that it is
\'cry (hngcro!(s to I(S(' a ('<lIl};'ra 1111)(' upside
down.

Jow/lll Roizrn Clmllex COI"jl,!:

cxpc-rtcd life of tile Phnnhicon?

l )r, {h I{ooll: in the Rcsr-an-h Laborntorv
r!o riot knrnv e-xac-tly what the gu.u-antcc will

he. It will lx- long-cl' than illly ether pir-kup tube

\\ hilt is the-
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now in use. In our laboratory) we have had the
tube running for several thousands of hours.

Mr, Roieen: There is apparently a very straight
curve on the tube) which means the gamma is
not too good for monochrome. Is this being
changed for monochrome work?

Dr. De Haan: A gamma correction will be
built into the camera. That has to be done with
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any tube in order to obtain pictures with a good
gradation.

Hal Kuerschner (Academic Communications VeLA):
"ViII the anode voltage on the Plumbicon be
similar to tha t of the vidicon?

Dr. De Haan: Yes) you can choose the anode
voltage: for example, 300 volts; if you want to
increase the resolution a bit, you can increase
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it to 600 volts. It is the same type of tube as the
vidicon as far as the handling of the tube is con-
cerned.

John C. Doumes (.I . .\1. Schulter Imporl-Export):
Could you tell us the limits of faceplate tempera-
ture for satisfactory operation?

Dr. De Haan: \Ve have used the tube up to
70°C. I don't know exactly what the limitations
are.


